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Mobile Exploitation Analyst (CELLEX-DOMEX)  
 
Highlights:  

 Dynamic forensics team with many opportunities CONUS and OCONUS 

 Work with other forensic experts in various fields to support global forensics and biometrics labs both in the US 

and OCONUS.  

 This contract supports the overall Identity Management concept within the military services 

 Obtain some or enhance your experience working in a fully-functional government laboratory working closely 

with other forensics experts.   

Tasks: 

 Examine evidence to determine the best strategy for exploitation, in consultation with other subject matter 

experts as needed. 

 Disassemble, as needed, any components or devices when required to gain access to digital data. 

 Search written or digital media and extract targeted data for storage and future processing or analysis. 

 Process and analyze extracted data to potentially isolate information of specific interest. 

 Annotate the case file documentation, detailing the processing techniques and the examination results and 

ensure all reports and worksheets are administratively and technically reviewed as dictated through standard 

operating procedures for the lab or organization being supported. 

 
Required Qualifications: 

 Four (4) years of experience in conducting forensic examinations on digital media.  

 Demonstrated ability to effectively communicate orally and in writing to the Forensics and Intelligence 
communities (i.e., experience in writing technical reports, presenting briefs).  

 Experience designing, implementing and documenting computer forensics exploitation processes to include 
evidence seizure, digital media analysis and data recovery.  

 Digital Forensic Certification such as GFCE, GFCA, ACE or EnCE.    

  US Citizen   

 Able to obtain a US Secret Clearance and US Passport (those who already possess US Secret Clearance and 
passport preferred). 

 Meet government requirements for medical fitness 

 Work: Rotate between normal CONUS 40hour work schedule in Atlanta and an OCONUS work schedule up to 84 
hours/week. 

 Attend pre-deployment training 

 Able to lift 70 lbs. to a working height of 48 inches 

 Able to perform general office and laboratory duties/functions  
 
US Clearance: Current US Secret Clearance     
 
HQ Location: Arlington, VA 
Work Locations: Atlanta, GA and OCONUS 
 
Apply:  Online  https://www.idealinnovations.com/careers 

 
Ideal Innovations, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer: 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, or veteran status. Ideal Innovations, Inc. is a 

VEVRAA Federal Contractor. 
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